28th August 2019

REFERENCE NUMBER: MGOZ MPU T 46/2019

Tender for the Supply and Delivery of Furniture for Offices at Tigrija Palazz for the Ministry for Gozo

Clarification No. 1

Reference is made to the above-tender, for which deadline for submission of offers is the 13th September 2019 at 09.30am.

Q1) To whom it may concern. Can the furniture have tolerance +/- in dimensions? or do they need to be made to measure? for example: Items D1 and D2 - can they be supplied 1200xH800mm? Items U1 and U2 - can they be supplied 900xH2100mm? Items U5 and U6 - can they be supplied 900xH850mm? Item U7 - can they be supplied 450xH850mm? thanks.

A1) As per Bill of Quantities Item No 1.03 << All dimensions indicated on the tender drawings and the BoQ may vary up to ±5%. >>

All other terms and conditions remain the same.

Unless otherwise instructed by the Contracting Authority, ALL other terms and conditions within the Tender Dossier and/or published sets of clarifications remain valid and unaltered.